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Granny Swears is a less-offensive swear word coloring book. The reserve that created a new
coloring market on Amazon! Ah, fiddlesticks! Damnit Horse piss Oh, sugars! All illustrations are
published twice, offering you 40 printed pages for coloring. All images are printed solitary
sided to avoid damage to additional illustrations from color bleeding. Countless hours of rest,
mindful calm and stress relief. Ultimate fun! Fudge nuts Hell´s sake! Lord like a duck Well, bless
your small heart What the heck Kiss my grits! That is a special edition with black history. Granny
swears in the publication: Gosh darn it Dagnabbit Bloody hell Boy of a biscuit Sugars Honey
Iced Tea Oh, for Pete´ Cool simply because a witch´re a discomfort in the pip It´s raining
pitchforks! 20 exclusive hand-drawn illustrations with light swear terms and gorgeous patterns.s
Bells You´s tit Going to hell in a handbasket
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" I love this coloring book! Container in perfect shape I purchased this publication to give as a
gift. Books found its way to excellent condition. Container in perfect shape. I was getting
thrilled as I was opening it up. I started browsing the books and fell immediately in like. The
phrases were so funny. Some I haven't heard in an exceedingly long time. I use swear words,
but not the nasty types in some of these other books (and I'm not talking about the F bomb). It
offers you the choice to use bright, radiant colors, like gel pens or markers, which will stand out
more than coloured pencils. I recommend this reserve for older adults who do not actually
swear. Great Adult coloring book funny rather than too inappropriate I have already been a
enthusiast of adult coloring books for quite some time, I usually opt for the mosaic mandala
design but when I saw these "curse word" color books I HAD to have them! The Granny Swears
isn't just cute but very funny, and it's a bit more appropriate in case you are in blended
company.. "Boy of a Biscuit!Books found its way to excellent condition. Bless your heart. Love
being Granny!.. I have the regular edition and when it had been published in the dark edition, I
knew We needed it. Thiago is among the best, if not the very best, artist around for the adult
coloring world. The detail and whimsical drawings throughout are fantastic, they range from
easy to more complex for all degrees of coloring and moods. The sayings in this book make me
giggle, it reminds me so much of phrases I've heard from old and/or more polite people. Love
this publication! They make the drawing stand out and it looks wonderful.I recommend that you
purchase this book, you won't regret it. Love. Cute! The styles behind the words are very fun
and each web page is doubled so you can talk about or make two completely different
styles.. The best thing when looking to get rid of an extremely stressful day as a Accounts
Receivable/ Collections Coordinator!! As well redundant. Funny "swears," not disgusting ones
After buying a several swear word coloring books and being a small shocked, this book was
ideal for me. The black background is remarkable. This one is certainly hysterical, and I could
proudly hang these in my office. Love this book!I have used gel pens and highlighters to color
these pages.! I would rank higher if there have been a larger selection of "swears" instead of
having two copies of every. Arrived today and this already is my brand-new preferred book!
She also loves that you can easily take away the pages so she can body her masterpieces!
The artistry is completely amazing...but want to! ? The best thing when trying to get rid of a
very ... I acquired this as a teacher/minister's wife gift, and it was popular! Love this coloring
publication- may need to order another. She loved having something fun to accomplish during
recovery Ordered this for a pal that was in the hospital. She treasured having something fun to
accomplish during recovery. Coloring Love it Two Stars It wasn't what I was expecting I thought
I possibly could rip out the pages Five Stars Great stress reliever, I really like adult coloring
books. Hilarious aswell. Five Stars It is Awesome Love. Funny without having to be Foul.. I gave it
to a mature lady I use, who does not swear, and she was delighted! Five Stars Great for fun!!
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